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Broadcastings by National Association of Cost Accountants

During the past two months the air has literally been full of
cost gospel. Through arrangements with thirteen broadcasting
stations throughout the United States a series of four popular talks
on cost accounting were broadcasted under the auspices of the
N. A. C. A.
These talks were not intended to deal with the technical phases
of the subject but were designed to emphasize the economic value
of cost accounting to industry, to employees, employers, and to
consumers. The titles of the talks were: “What Cost Accounting
Means to Industry,” “Advantages of Cost Accounting to Workers,”
“Advantages of Cost Accounting to Employers,” and “Advantages
of Cost Accounting to the Public.”
The purpose of this campaign was to correct a popular mis
conception that cost accounting is a technical procedure which is
related entirely to the internal records of business and has no direct
bearing on the broader economic problems. Such a conception is
entirely untrue. If the consumer had a real understanding of what
sound costs in industry mean to him in dollars and cents, he would
bring the full weight of his opinion to bear on American manu
facturers and distributors in order to compel them to operate their
affairs upon the basis of accurate cost data.
Furthermore, many of our industrial problems and the dif
ferences between employers and employed arise solely from a lack
of facts. If workers understood what costs mean to them they
would take greater interest in their work and much wasted effort
might be eliminated. Wider publicity among workers of accurate
facts relating to the costs of production and distribution would not
only solve but would also prevent many industrial deadlocks which
cost the consuming public millions of dollars a year.
This campaign was prepared and organized by J. P. Jordan,
our National President, and its success was due to his untiring
efforts in preparing the material and arranging for its distribution.
In order that there may be a permanent record of these talks
and in order that our members may have an opportunity to read
them, the four talks are reproduced exactly as they were broad
casted from the following stations: WEAF, New York City; WGI,
Medford Hills, Mass.; WHAZ, Troy, New York; WLW, Cincinnati,
Ohio; WCX, Detroit, Michigan; WJAX, Cleveland, Ohio; WIAO,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; KPO, San Francisco, Calif.; KWH, Los
Angeles, Calif.; WLAG, Minneapolis, Minn.; KJR, Seattle, Wash
ington; WGR, Buffalo, New York, and WEAN, Providence, R. I.
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Broadcast No. 1
WHAT COST ACCOUNTING MEANS TO INDUSTRY

The National Association of Cost Accountants is an organiza
tion only three years old, but already having a membership of
over 3,000. It is not in any sense a business organization but is
wholly educational. The main objects of the Association are to
develop and improve the science of cost accounting, and to serve
all who are in industry, both employers and workers, by spreading
the gospel that facts and facts only should be the guide of all
business transactions. When actual facts have been known to both
employers and employees it has rarely been the case that serious
disputes have arisen, causing loss of time and money to both
parties.
The determination of the cost of any product has long since
passed from simply trying to find out what an article costs for the
purpose of fixing the selling price into a much broader and in
finitely more valuable phase of assembling facts which are valuable
equally to both the employer and the employee. Cost Accounting
recognizes the fact that 98% of all human beings are honest; that
they take an honest pride in their work; and that they are anxious
and glad to have what they accomplish made a matter of actual
record, particularly where the employer insists upon his workers
being compensated and advanced on the basis of actual facts rather
than through the personal likes and dislikes of his foreman and
superintendent.
We all must admit that conditions in industry are today gen
erally far from ideal, and that there still is a wide gap between
the great mass of workers and the majority of employers. We
hear and read many explanations of this condition, but in prac
tically every dispute which arises a careful analysis will reveal
the fact that neither side in the dispute will agree as to the actual
conditions which exist, and regarding which the dispute has arisen.
This condition exists entirely on account of the absence of adequate
records which honestly, fairly and accurately reflect the true con
ditions in the industry or plant where trouble has arisen.
In almost any other branch of activity we find records brought
to the finest point of development wherein no point of doubt is left,
which records are anxiously awaited, scanned and implicitly be
lieved by the millions of people who see them. An instance of this
is found in baseball. Every move of a baseball player is recorded;
every play is noted; every game is analyzed; and the results accom
plished by every team is a matter of the very finest piece of record
procedure. After a season is closed our newspapers are full of
enormous tabulated statements by percentage whereby every
league, team and player is shown in terms of figures, from which
tables the public and the team owners decide who is the greatest
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player of the year and what player leads in the various star
activities in which they excel.
We find the same in football, tennis, basket ball, golf and
other sports. People to the extent of thousands will choke streets
in front of bulletin boards watching the records of a world series
game or a football game. Yet in our every day life, industry in
general has not yet awakened to the fact that records of accom
plishment in connection with production and the cost of production
may be made just exactly as interesting as the sports just men
tioned. The coal strike, resulting in the appointment of the com
mission to find the real facts in connection with the coal industry
is a wonderful example of lack of knowledge which is more or less
prevalent in each individual industry in the country, ft is pretty
safe to prophesy that when this coal commission completes its work
it will bring out facts which will clearly indicate the basic diffi
culties in the industry, the knowledge of which should make com
paratively easy a permanent solution which will greatly benefit all
three interested parties, the public, the operators, and the workers.
The National Association of Cost Accountants is in a most
advantageous position for bringing to the attention of the public,
the employers and the workers the enormous benefits to be derived
from knowing the actual cost of production, the word “cost” being
used in its very broadest sense. On account of its being an Asso
ciation separate and distinct from employers and likewise from
workers, and its object being educational, it is in a position to
advance arguments which cannot be disputed on the score that it
has in any way a selfish interest. It is in a position to show to
workers where it is to their greatest profit to cooperate in every
possible way in the assembling of accurate figures, as it can be
proved that these figures rightfully used will mean lower cost of
production at the same or greater wages, with the result that the
same or greater wages will buy more goods and thereby give to
all a far greater value to be secured for every dollar earned.
It is in a position to show the employers that they cannot
possibly expect to properly manage their business affairs with any
degree of fairness and success unless they are guided by actual
figures, accurately giving them the results accomplished by their
various departments and the personnel in each department. That
each employer must insist that his foremen and superintendents be
guided in their work by these actual records of results, thereby
eliminating the great majority of causes for disputes which have
arisen in the past on account of unfair dealing which was largely
the result of ignorance of conditions, rather than from premedi
tated desire to invite trouble.
It is in a position to show to the public that added cost of dis
putes can be eliminated to a very great degree if it would get
solidly behind a movement to insist that industry, plant by plant
and as a whole, should take most decided steps to continuously and
adequately record results.
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In three succeeding broadcastings we will show the great value
of adequate cost accounting to every person in this country. On
........................................... we will broadcast the Advantages of Cost
Accounting to the workers. On........................................... we will
broadcast the Advantages of Cost Accounting to the employers,
and on...................................... we will broadcast the Advantages
of Cost Accounting to the Public.
The matter of accounting for cost of production is one that
requires the cooperation of management and worker alike, and it
is believed that if the advantages to be received by all are really
understood, this cooperation would become very general and would
accomplish most wonderful results. Everyone hearing this and
succeeding messages has a real responsibility in connection with
the cost of production and should take this responsibility very
seriously.
The headquarters of the National Association of Cost Account
ants is at 130 West 42nd St., New York City. Anyone desiring to
know more of their work may get full details by addressing the
National Association of Cost Accountants, 130 West 42nd St., New
York City.

Broadcast No. 2

ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTING TO WORKERS

Last.................................... evening we broadcasted from thia
station the objects for which the National Association of Cost
Accountants are working in connection with industry. Our mes
sage to-night is the Advantages of Cost Accounting to Workers.
The Accounting for Costs in its broadest sense means a great
deal more than is realized by the majority of people, and in fact
means a great deal more than is realized by a very great number
of employers. There have been many cases in the past where Cost
Accounting has been regarded by the workers and unfortunately
by many manufacturers as being a process of assembling figures
from the standpoint of getting something on somebody. Any in
formation obtained for the sole purpose of criticism frequently does
much more damage than good and we hope to convince you that
accurate cost accounting is of equal value to both workers and
employers.
The National Association of Cost Accountants advocates the
principle that 98% of all human beings are honest. Therefore
every effort should be made to establish records which will give to
this great number of honest people the opportunity to have the
results of their work shown in definite and usable figures, in order
that the management of each company may know who deserves
commendation and who is producing the best results for his com
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pany. The day of regulation of industry on the basis of personal
likes and dislikes of foremen and superintendents is past.
In every manufacturing institution there is a constant oppor
tunity for promotion. Two factors contribute to this matter of
promotion, the first being that the normal growth of almost every
company requires more supervision, thereby creating new and
higher jobs; and second, the normal changes brought about through
resignation or shifting to other positions automatically makes these
positions available to others.
As advancement to a different nature of position does not
always come to every worker, the natural question will arise as
to what benefit Cost Accounting is to workers who stay at the same
position. Before answering this question, one point must be cleared
up in the minds of every worker irrespective of who he is or what
he does. This point is that there is an unlimited amount of busi
ness for every company who can sell at prices which meet com
petition and better still, at prices which will stimulate consumption.
For instance, if suits of clothes sell for $50 when they ought to
sell for $30 it is but natural for the public—and that means
every one of us—to wear a suit longer than we would if we could
buy it for $30. Therefore less suits are made at the higher cost.
Reduce the cost, and more suits will be used and everyone has the
same or more work. The same reasoning applies to shoes, shirts,
dresses and to all kinds of goods.
Now—If each one of us as a worker does everything in our
power to reduce costs by saving or helping to save wasted time and
material, our wages may remain the same or increase, and we may
buy much more with the money we earn. This is not theory, but
is a cold fact.
When the rates of wages are taken under consideration in any
industrial plant, the consideration of these wages is very largely
influenced by that portion of the cost of the product other than the
direct wage cost involved. To the great majority of workers these
expenses are absolutely unknown, and naturally do not receive very
much consideration.
To the management, however, all these expenses which are
known as overhead, have an enormous bearing on the wage rates
that can be paid to the workers and still keep the cost of the pro
duct where it can be sold. And in the past, many managers have
failed to enlist the interest of the workers in assisting to keep
down these costs in order that sufficient savings can be made to
justify the management in paying the most satisfactory wage rate
to the workers.
The workers in any industrial plant know more about where
money can be saved than the management itself can ever know.
The mistaken idea in the past has been for workers to countenance
wastes of this sort on account of the sole thought that men have
got to live, and to live must have a job. If this waste is saved,
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costs decrease, more business comes and everyone works just the
same.
Workers ask the question as to what they can do to cut costs.
This, of course, depends on the kind of work each one is doing,
but a number of instances will be cited. A machine operator
can so interest himself in what he is doing that he will first
of all do his work as nearly perfect as possible. As many opera
tions are bound to produce some defective work the operator can, in
a great many cases, separate defective work from the good work,
being absolutely fearless of the results if he has a shop manage
ment which is fair and square. Doing this will save a large part
of the inspection expense. It will safeguard the product to such
an extent that there will be fewer returns from the field after it
has been shipped to the customer; the product as shipped out will
attain a higher plane of quality; the sales department can sell
with less expense because they have a better product to sell;
and the better product will bring sales by its own reputation.
How many have thought of all these consequences which mean less
cost and more sales by little acts that can be done right at the ma
chine every minute during the day? Machine operators can be
more careful with their machines in the matter of keeping them in
shape; properly oiled; reporting to the foreman defects which
should be remedied at once before greater damage takes place.
This kind of interest will reflect directly in the reduction of main
tenance costs, thereby cutting down a goodly share of this part
of the overhead.
The cooperation of workers in cutting down costs can have
but one result on a management that is honest and fair, and this
result will be satisfactory wages for the ones who take this in
terest in the business. This does not mean that anyone is to work
any harder at all, in fact, harder work is absolutely unnecessary.
It does mean, however, that those who are working should see that
head work is mixed with physical work and that the moves made
count for actual accomplishment, rather than for waste.
If the cost of product is reduced, this means that selling prices
are reduced and that everyone can buy more for a dollar than he
could if the cost in general remained where it was. So it should be
apparent to anyone that the cooperation of workers with the man
agement in the reducing of these costs, will have a most direct
return in the pockets and bank accounts of the workers themselves.
The National Association of Cost Accountants as an edu
cational organization of workers bespeaks the interest and co
operation of workers of all kinds in the matter of the cost of pro
duction. We advocate no harder work, but rather the addition
to the everyday work of the very powerful brain factor which
is possessed to a remarkable degree by every worker in this coun
try. Industry needs the heads as well as the hands of every
worker; and if they all would fearlessly throw in the head work,
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costs would come down, and individuals would profit both in wages
received and in what can be bought with these wages.
Next.................................. we will broadcast the Advantages
of Cost Accounting to Employers, and the following week
...................................... the Advantages of Cost Accounting to the
public in general. It will pay everyone to hear these broadcastings.
The headquarters of the National Association of Cost Account
ants is at 130 West 42nd St., New York City. Anyone desiring to
know more of their work may get full details by addressing the
National Association of Cost Accountants, 130 West 42nd St., New
York City.

Broadcast No. 3
ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTING TO EMPLOYERS

Last.................................. evening we broadcasted from this
station a few facts as to the Advantages of Cost Accounting to
Workers. This evening we will speak of the Advantages of Cost
Accounting to Employers, and this will be found equally inter
esting to everyone.
Fifty years ago the manufacturing of this country was mostly
done in small plants scattered throughout the country, the majority
of which were operated by the owner himself who was in direct
charge of all branches of the work. In fact, the owner was on the
job from early morning until late at night, knew everyone person
ally, and conducted his affairs by a personal contact which gave
him first hand knowledge not only of all that was going on, but also
of each man who worked for him. This was a most ideal condition,
and everybody did his best because he knew that he was getting
a square deal; for the “old man” knew everybody, and just what
each was doing.
Business grew and these plants became larger and larger.
In this growth the great value of the personal contact of the
business was overlooked, as the foremen and superintendents han
dled the workers from an entirely different angle than the owner
formerly did and not being backed up by records, they handled
matters as best they could, and many times in a manner to best suit
their own interests, irrespective of the actual performances of the
workers. In other words, the owner of the business having lost
the personal contact with his men failed to substitute methods of
recording actual performances whereby he could insist that his
operating men would handle the workers purely on a basis of merit
rather than as a result of personal likes and dislikes.
During this period countless cases of injustice occurred, and
it was but natural that thousands of disputes arose which had a
most serious effect on the relations between employers and workers.
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As time went on, progressive managers recognized the fact
that something had to be done to replace the old personal knowl
edge which the employer formerly had in the earlier days, and as a
result much more attention was given to the matter of plant rec
ords particularly those in connection with the cost of production.
The National Association of Cost Accountants is actively be
hind the idea that no industrial management can hope to reach the
greatest measure of success until they make the fullest use of
records of production and cost throughout the entire organization.
The old thought that any publicity at all of cost and production
figures is running the risk of allowing information to leak out of
the plant, with detrimental effects to the business, is an absolute
fallacy. No two shops are alike; and even if they were, the oper
ating or conversion costs have now become a matter of frequent
interchange between plants manufacturing like products with great
benefit to all.
The most unfortunate part of the whole problem is that so few
employers realize in the first place what is meant by costs and cost
records. Altogether too many think that cost records simply
mean the cost of the product manufactured in its entirety, including
material, labor and overhead. Cost figures as advocated by the
National Association of Cost Accountants go very much further
than simply to tell the cost of the product. The great volume of
cost in the overhead should be systematically analyzed by depart
ments and operations whereby each indirect department of the
business may be treated practically the same as a producing
department.
The burden of each operating department such as, for instance,
the machine shop, the forge shop, the weaving room, the knitting
room and other like direct producing departments, should each
have its monthly statement whereby the foreman in charge may
know exactly how he operated for the month.
Comparatively few employers or managers have realized the
enormous possibility in supplying their Operating foremen with
these cost statements. The great majority of plants of any size
are organized in a way where maintenance and repair work, for
instance, is concentrated in a department by itself. This depart
ment will send men around the plant working on various repairs,
and a great deal of repair work will be done in the headquarters
of the maintenance crew. This department is altogether too often
divided up on a percentage basis to the various operating depart
ments and nobody has any detailed check on the amount of money
spent on important repairs.
By having a set of standing monthly orders for each direct and
indirect department, this repair work will be charged up to the
proper standing orders of the department for which the work was
done. Each month the foreman of each department will receive a
statement of these costs, and it will be most surprising to the
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manager who has never operated in this way to see the effects that
such figures have on each foreman.
The monthly statement of cost in connection with handling
product, time keeping, tool and store keeping, inspection and all
such items bring to each foreman a means of working out all kinds
of reforms whereby these costs may be reduced. Guesswork and
doubts are eliminated, and the foreman knows just exactly how his
department is running in overhead expense, and furthermore he
knows that the superintendent and the general manager know
exactly the same thing. And with this knowledge, it is only human
for him to exert every endeavor to make this record just as clean
as it can possibly be made. How many employers listening in
are giving their foremen these facilities?
The National Association of Cost Accountants is most stren
uously advocating the use of standards in connection with produc
tion whereby constant comparison may lead the way to betterment
of processes and constructive work in connection with the various
operations in the plant. Employers have failed to realize that 80%
of slack production and high costs is the fault of the employers
themselves in not knowing the facts. By far the great majority
of workers, probably 98%, are ready and willing to make their
work count to the fullest extent if they are given the opportunity
and the backing to do so.
The National Association of Cost Accountants, therefore, ap
peals to every employer to take immediate steps to see that his
business is equipped with cost and production records whereby
every employee in the company, foreman or worker, may have
actual knowledge of what he is producing and how well he is pro
gressing. It is inconceivable that a business can be properly run
without it; and the employer who sees to it that these records be
come the guide of his business, is magnifying his managerial ability
almost in proportion to the number of employees in the company.
Next ...................................... evening we will broadcast the
Advantages of Cost Accounting to the Public, and we hope that
everyone who has heard this and past broadcastings will be sure
to listen in.
The headquarters of the National Association of Cost Account
ants is at 130 West 42nd St., New York City. Anyone desiring to
know more about its work may get full details by addressing the
National Association of Cost Accountants, 130 West 42nd St., New
York City.
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Broadcast No. 4
ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTING TO THE PUBLIC

We have already broadcasted during the last three weeks a
great deal of what the National Association of Cost Accountants
is doing in connection with industry, including the Advantages
of Cost Accounting to Workers and to Employers. This evening
we will broadcast the Advantages of Cost Accounting to the
Public, and the public includes us all.
We have heard a great deal during the last few years of the
high cost of living, but we have not heard as much as we should
have in connection with how these costs were made up and why
they are so high. We read of strike after strike resulting from
disputes where somebody must be right and somebody wrong.
It is impossible for both to be right. In how many of these cases
has there been a true detailed statement made public as to the
exact position taken by each side, giving proofs to substantiate
the positions taken! We will have to admit that such a thing
has rarely been known.
The National Association of Cost Accountants is in reality
an organization of the public, all of its members in their private
capacities, whether in industrial or professional work, being a part
of the great organization of American industry working under the
direction of management as do all workers. The Association itself,
however, is primarily educational and is under the dictation of no
one excepting its own elected officers and members, and as such is
actively spreading the gospel that we have reached the time where
costs of production must be known and further, must be used for
the guidance of management in all of its decisions.
The public little realizes the enormous percentage of the cost
of product which is concentrated in the indirect costs. These in
direct expenses, called overhead, include all expenses other than
the direct wages paid for producing the product and the direct
material which enters into the product. This expense is made
up of hundreds of items which are the most difficult to control in
any business whatever. A little here, a little there added together
make an astounding total which, in perhaps the majority of in
dustries, amounts to more than the direct wages paid.
Cost Accounting as advocated by the National Association of
Cost Accountants is of a far different nature than has been the case
in the past. The public, being the customer, is entitled to know
more about what it is paying for, and what enters into the cost of
the goods which it buys. It has been said and probably is true
that the fault of 80% of lack of production and high costs, where
existing, rests with management on account of its failure to actu
ally know what are the true facts. This may be a rather serious
arraignment of the management of such plants, but it is a well
known fact that there still exists a lack of appreciation on the
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part of management in general that all employees should be taken
into more or less confidence as to the cost of the items which make
up the total cost of the product manufactured.
Too many men are in managerial positions who are there
because their family controls the stock of the company or because
of some other personal connection, and are not in their positions
because they have earned them or because of any capabilities what
ever which fit them for the job. Naturally in such cases as this
it is pretty difficult to expect results which have a beneficial effect
in the reduction of cost of product and the bringing of prices to
the level where they belong.
Other managers are just the opposite and are doing every
thing within their power to so regulate the production in their
plants that the lowest cost is reached. These managers believe
in paying good wages, improving the status of workers, and
assisting workers in doing the best for themselves. This class of
managers embraces those who want to cooperate with other plants
of the same industry, standardize methods of cost and production
accounting and do everything in their power to reduce costs, in
order that the goods may be sold with profit to the stockholders
but also at the lowest possible price to the public. These managers
have formed themselves into associations whereby a systematic
betterment of knowledge may be accomplished. We are referring
here to those associations which are absolutely honest, who confine
their activities to the improvement of current practices and are
far above the class of those who use such advantageous intercourse
in an improper manner.
The public can do nothing better than to encourage the inter
change of ideas within an industry, as it is bound to have a direct
and beneficial effect on the cost of production with a resultant
decrease of selling prices at good profits to the plants.
As stated before, the public is paying the bill in everything
it buys for inefficiency and for thousands of disputes which result
from inefficient and unguided operations. It is inconceivable that
the great majority of these disputes would ever come to an open
break if both sides were fully posted in respect to all of the facts
in connection with the case. And far less would be the liability of
open breaks if management in general provided proper cost ac
counting methods, taking into their confidence the foremen to a
considerable extent and the workers to a sufficient extent whereby
everyone in each plant has a clearer conception of all the trans
actions which take place. Certainly a cooperative arrangement of
this sort cannot help but obviate 99 out of every 100 disagreements
which otherwise would take place.
Organizations of workers could do no greater service to in
dustry than to take an actual and constructive interest in the
records of production and cost with which they are concerned, co
operating in saving unnecessary costs, and thereby maintaining
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good wages and working conditions by actual cooperation and
assistance, with the guidance of figures furnished by the manage
ment. Workers of all degrees have responsibilities beyond working
with their hands. If they would recognize this responsibility, and
place their mental ability at the disposition of their employers and
take steps to create conditions whereby they could give to their
employers greater results through knowing where these results
could be produced, most remarkable consequences would follow.
The National Association of Cost Accountants is an educa
tional organization and is doing everything within its power to
spread the gospel of adequate cost accounting and the full use
by both employers and workers of the figures obtained from
cost accounts, in a cooperative campaign to reduce costs; not by
working any harder, but by eliminating waste and inefficiency and
getting far more for the dollars that are paid out.
The headquarters of the National Association of Cost Account
ants is at 130 West 42nd St., New York City. Anyone desiring to
know more about their work may get full details by addressing the
National Association of Cost Accountants, 130 West 42nd St., New
York City.
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